Looking for a Secure and Easy Telepathology Solution?

PathCast™ is Designed Specifically for Pathology and Clinical Consultation!

Save Time
Eliminate Unreimbursed Travel and Wait Times.
- Users connect and engage only when needed
- Quickly review samples and provide opinion
- Immediately return back to productive slide examination

Telepathology vs. Physical Travel

Support Multiple Procedures Simultaneously
PathCast’s virtual connections lets you click between procedures, stretching your coverage during peak demand periods.

Easy Meeting Connections
Connect Quickly Without Frustration
It’s as Easy as...
- Select a colleague’s name
- Click “Request Meeting”
- Colleague clicks “Accept”
- The meeting is started

PathCast™ Makes Clinical Consults Easy and Secure
Rich Communication
PathCast is a virtual environment with...
- Interactive Live Video
- VoIP Audio
- Remote Cursor and Keyboard Control

Secure Architecture
PathCast is built from the ground up to eliminate IT security threats.
- PathCast™ is a proprietary, clinical only application
- Behind Firewall implementation eliminates Firewall exceptions
- VPN connections for external users' access
- Contact Server manages participant validation
- IT registration of new users limits spoofing
- Clients only respond to authorized requests

Auto-Connect
Wake On LAN

NAT TRAVERSAL

IT Manageability
PathCast's lean design executes its mission without frivolous features that clutter the interface and increase the IT maintenance burden.
- Latest Dot-264 compression technology eases network loading.
- Pier to Pier maintains Video Transmission Performance
- Half Duplexed audio echo suppression and microphone auto-gain leveling eliminate speaker feedback.

Contact us to set up a demo...
See Just How Easy PathCast™ Can Be...
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